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Abstract
We investigate the classical Leslie-Gower competition system where one of the two
competing populations is subject to Allee eﬀects and is also under constant stocking.
The model can have either no interior steady state, a unique interior steady state, two
interior steady states or three interior steady states depending on parameter values.
Using the tools of monotone planar systems, we provide basins of attraction for the
local attractors and for the non-hyperbolic steady states. It is concluded that stocking
of the weaker competitor can promote the coexistence of both competing
populations.
Keywords: competition system; stable manifold; Allee eﬀects; stocking
1 Introduction
TheAllee eﬀect, referring to the reduced ﬁtness or the decline in population growth at low
population densities or sizes, was ﬁrst observed by Allee []. It has signiﬁcant impact on
population survival when the population is at low level. There has been a rebound of inter-
est in Allee eﬀects recently due to fragmentation of habitats, invasions of exotic species,
biological control of pest, etc. We refer the reader to [] and references cited therein for
biological motivation and mathematical models of Allee eﬀects.
When a population is subject to Allee eﬀects, it is well known that there exists a crit-
ical population level below which the population will go extinct []. Therefore, such a
population is in danger of extinction if its population size or density is small. Frequently,
constant levels of the external populations are added to the resident populations per gener-
ation in order to conserve the endangered populations []. Motivated by this, we consider
the classical two-dimensional Leslie-Gower competition system where one of the popula-
tions is subject to Allee eﬀects and is also under constant stocking. Several discrete-time
mathematical models have been proposed to study the eﬀects of external stocking. See
AlSharawi and Rhouma [], Elaydi and Yakubu [], Kulenović and Nurkanović [] and
references cited therein.
The authors in [] investigate the Leslie-Gower competition system when one of the
two populations is under constant stocking. The resulting model has at most two interior
steady states and the basins of attraction of the steady states are completely determined
[]. Unlike the model studied in [], we assume in this study that one of the two compet-
ing populations is subject to Allee eﬀects and is also under constant stocking. Using the
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tools of two-dimensional monotone maps [, ], we provide the asymptotic dynamics of
the resulting system. The model with no stocking has been studied in []; it can have at
most two interior steady states. It is proved in [] that one of the interior steady states is a
saddle point and its global stable manifold is the boundary for population coexistence and
competitive exclusion. With stocking, it is shown in the present study that the model can
have up to three interior steady states, one of which is a saddle point and the other two are
local attractors. The global stable manifold of the saddle point separates the positive cone
into two positively invariant regions such that the solutions converge to either one of the
interior steady states for all positive initial populations. As a consequence, stocking of one
of the two competing populations with Allee eﬀects can promote population coexistence.
In the following section, we present the model and its preliminary analysis. The global
behavior of the solutions is studied in Section . The ﬁnal section provides discussion and
conclusions.
2 Themodel and preliminary results
Let x(t) and y(t) denote two competing populations at time t = , , . . . . The interaction





x(t + ) = λx(t) + x(t) + cy(t)
,
y(t + ) = λy(t) + cx(t) + y(t)
,
(.)
where themodel has been rescaled to reduce the number of parameters. The parameters c
and c are the competition coeﬃcients and λ and λ are the intrinsic growth rates. These
parameters are positive constants. The asymptotic dynamics of (.) is well studied by
Cushing et al. []. Under some constraints on the parameters, the model has at most one
interior steady state and the dynamics is similar to the classical Lotka-Volterra competition
system of ordinary diﬀerential equations [].





x(t + ) = λx(t) + x(t) + cy(t)
+ h,
y(t + ) = λy(t) + cx(t) + y(t)
,
(.)
where h >  is the constant stocking. It is proved in [] that (.) has at most two interior
steady states and the basins of attractions for the steady states are explicitly provided.





x(t + ) =
(
λx(t)





y(t + ) = λy(t) + cx(t) + y(t)
.
(.)
The expression xm+x models the mechanism of Allee eﬀects for population x. Individuals
within the population have to ﬁnd others to reproduce or to exploit resources. The fraction
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x
m+x is the probability of an individual successfully ﬁnding a mate or a cooperative individ-
ual when population size is x. The larger m the smaller this probability is, and therefore
/m may be interpreted as an individual?s searching eﬃciency []. The resulting system
can have two interior steady states in which one of them is a saddle point. The global stable
manifold of the saddle point is the boundary for population coexistence and competitive
exclusion [].
Motivated by the work in [] and for the conservation of endangered populations, we





x(t + ) =
(
λx(t)





y(t + ) = λy(t) + cx(t) + y(t)
(.)
with nonnegative initial conditions, where u >  denotes the constant stocking and the
other parameters have the same biological meanings as those parameters in (.).
If y() = , then y(t) =  for t >  and (.) reduces to the following scalar equation:

















Then f () = u, f ′(x) >  for x >  and limx→∞ f (x) = λ +u. An interior steady state x of (.)
satisﬁes x +ax +ax+a = , where a =m+–u–λ, a =m–u(m+), and a = –um.
By the Descartes rule of signs [], the interior steady state is unique if either (a): ai > ,
i = , , (b): a >  and a < , or (c): ai < , i = ,  holds. On the other hand if (d): a < 
and a >  holds, then (.) may have three interior steady states. In the following analysis
we assume that (.) has a unique steady state x¯, where u < x¯ < u + λ. Notice f ′(x¯) <  and
since f is monotone increasing, we have the following asymptotic dynamics for (.).
Proposition . Equation (.) has a unique steady state x¯, where u < x¯ < u + λ and x¯ is
globally asymptotically stable in [,∞) for (.).
When (.) has three interior steady states, then the middle steady state is a repeller
while the other two interior steady states are asymptotically stable (cf. [, Theorem .]).
Similar to the proof in [], the asymptotic dynamics of (.) can be completely determined
when there are three interior steady states. However, we assume (.) has a unique interior
steady state for simplicity. The analysis carried out in this work can be applied to the case
where (.) has three interior steady states as well.
To study system (.), we ﬁrst notice that (.) always has the steady state E = (x¯, ),
where the y population is extinct. Moreover, E is the only steady state on the boundary.
If λ ≤ , then limt→∞ y(t) =  and all solutions of (.) converge to the steady state E.
Therefore, we assume
λ >  (.)
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+ u, f(x, y) =
λy
 + cx + y
.

















( + x + cy)(m + x)

















( + cx + y)
.
After some calculations, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix J(x, y), det J(x, y), can be
written as
det J(x, y) = λλx( + cx + cy)( + x + cy)( + cx + y)(m + x)
+ λλmx( + cx)( + x + cy)( + cx + y)(m + x)
.
It follows that
det J(x, y) >  for x >  and y≥ . (.)
LetR+ = {(x, y) ∈R : x≥ , y≥ } and let int(R+) denote the interior ofR+. It is straight-
forward to verify that solutions of (.) remain nonnegative and are bounded for t > , and
the map F is one-to-one on R+.
Proposition . Solutions of (.) remain nonnegative and are bounded for t > . More-
over, the map F is one-to-one on R+.
Proof Let (x, y) and (x, y) inR+ be such that F(x, y) = F(x, y), i.e., fi(x, y) = fi(x, y),
i = , . If x =  or y = , then (x, y) = (x, y) holds trivially. We now assume xi, yi > 
for i = ,  and x < x. Then y < y since f(x, y) = f(x, y). Let Yi = Yi(x) be deﬁned by
fi(x,Yi(x)) = fi(x, y) for i = , . Then y = Y(x) and y = Y(x) have two positive intersec-
tions (x, y) and (x, y). It is easy to see that y = Y(x) is a line with Y ′(x) =
cy
+cx > , and
Y ′(x) >  and Y ′′ (x) = αm

(m+x) >  for x > , where α =
(m+x)(+c+cy)
x
. Moreover, a simple






>  by (.). Hence Y(x) > Y(x) on (x,∞) and
we obtain a contradiction. It is possible that y = Y(x) and y = Y(x) have two solutions, but
at most one positive solution. Hence F is one-to-one on R+. 
Deﬁne the partial ordering ?≤K? onR+ by X = (x, y) ≤K X = (x, y) if x ≤ x and
y ≥ y, X <K X if X ≤K X and X = X, and X 	K X if x < x and y > y. A map
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T : R+ → R+ is said to be monotone with respect to ≤K if T(x, y) ≤K T(x, y) whenever
(x, y)≤K (x, y) and T is strongly monotone if T(x, y)	K T(x, y) whenever (x, y) <K
(x, y).
A subset B of R is K-convex with respect to ≤K if B contains the line segment joining
any of its two points that are ordered by ≤K []. An n× nmatrix P = (pij) is K-positive on
a subset C of R+ if its diagonal entries are nonnegative on C and its oﬀ diagonal entries
are nonpositive on C []. We refer the reader to Smith [] for the general theory of two-
dimensional monotone maps.
Since populations x and y engage in interspeciﬁc competition, using the tool of mono-
tone planar maps, the asymptotic dynamics of (.) can easily be understood as shown
below.
Theorem . The map F is monotone onR+ and strongly monotone on int(R+).Moreover,
every solution of (.) converges to a steady state.
Proof Let Xi(t) = (xi(t), yi(t)), i = , , be two solutions of (.) with X() ≤K X().
Then x() ≤ f(x(), y()) ≤ f(x(), y()) = x() and y() ≥ f(x(), y()) ≥ f(x(),
y()) = y(), i.e., X() ≤K X(). Inductively, X(t) ≤K X(t) for t ≥  and F is mono-
tone on R+ with respect to ≤K . Similarly, one can prove that F is strongly monotone on
int(R+). Notice int(R+) is forwardly invariant under F , contains order intervals and is ≤K -
convex. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix of (.) is positive on int(R+) by (.).
Moreover, the Jacobianmatrix isK-positive in int(R+) by (.) and themap F is one-to-one
by Proposition .. Therefore, conditions (H+) given in [] are satisﬁed for F on int(R+).
It follows from [, Theorem ., Lemma .] that solutions of (.) with initial conditions
in int(R+) are eventually componentwise monotone and hence are convergent. If y() = 
and x() ≥ , then the solution converges to (x¯, ). If x() =  and y() > , then x() = u
and y() > , i.e., solutions start on the positive y-axis will be mapped into int(R+) in one
iteration. We conclude that every solution of (.) converges to a steady state. 
Let (x, y) ∈ R+ be given. Relative to (x, y), we divide R+ into four quadrants in a
counter-clockwise manner: Q(x, y) = {(x, y) ∈ R+ : x ≥ x, y ≥ y}, Q(x, y) = {(x, y) ∈
R

+ : x≤ x, y≥ y}, andQ(x, y) andQ(x, y) are deﬁned similarly. If (x, y) is a steady
state of (.), then it is easy to see that Qi(x, y), i = ,, are positively invariant since
F is monotone with respect to ≤K . Indeed, let (x, y) be a steady state of system (.)
and let (x, y) ∈ Q(x, y), i.e., (x, y) ≤K (x, y). Then since F is monotone with respect
to ≤K , we obtain Ft(x, y) ≤K Ft(x, y) = (x, y) for t = , , . . . . Hence Ft(x, y) ∈ Q(x, y)
for t = , , . . . and Q(x, y) is positively invariant. The proof of positive invariance of
Q(x, y) is similar.







where ∗ is an unimportant term. It follows from (.) that E is locally asymptotically
stable if λ+cx¯ <  and unstable if
λ
+c x¯ > .
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Remark  When λ–c = x¯, then E is non-hyperbolic with a stable manifold lying on the
nonnegative x-axis by (.). One may use the technique of center manifold [] to de-
termine the stability of E. However, we do not consider this critical case in the present
investigation.
To discuss the existence of an interior steady state, we set x = f(x, y) and obtain the
following x-nullcline:





(m + x)(x – u) – x – 
)
, x > u. (.)





λx((m – u)x – um)
(x – u)(m + x) – 
)




( (u –m)x + mux + um
(x – u)(m + x)
)
, x > u.
(.)
Moreover,
q(x) >  if and only if x ∈ (u, x¯).
Similarly, letting y = f(x, y) and assuming y = , we have the following non-trivial y-
nullcline:
y = qˆ(x) = λ –  – cx. (.)
Notice that y = qˆ(x) is a straight line with y-intercept λ –  and x-intercept λ–c . Let q(y)
denote the inverse function of qˆ(x). A positive intersection x∗ of the two nullclines will
result in an interior steady state (x∗, y∗) onlywhen x∗ < min{ λ–c , x¯}, where y∗ = λ––cx∗.
If (x, y) is an interior steady state, then the Jacobianmatrix of (.) evaluated at (x, y)






where a,d > , b, c <  and their values depend on (x, y). The characteristic polynomial
p(λ) of J(x, y) is
p(λ) = λ – (a + d)λ + (ad – bc), (.)
with discriminant
(a + d) – (ad – bc) = (a – d) + bc > .
Therefore, eigenvalues of J(x, y) are positive real numbers by (.). We conclude that
(x, y) is a saddle point if p() < , and (x, y) is locally asymptotically stable if p() > 
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and det J(x, y) = ad – bc < . This observation will be useful to the analysis presented in
Section .
Notice that at any interior steady state (x, y), we always have
d = λ( + cx)( + cx + y)
< λ + cx + y
= . (.)








Using equalities (.)-(.), we have





As bc > , the sign of p() then depends on q′(x)q′(y) – .
3 Asymptotic dynamics
In this section, we study the existence of interior steady states and investigate the asymp-
totic dynamics of system (.). Observe that if λ–c ≤ u, then the two non-trivial nullclines
cannot have any positive intersections and (.) has no interior steady state. Moreover,
E = (x¯, ) is locally asymptotically stable by (.) since u < x¯ and therefore E is globally
asymptotically stable by Theorem .. The proof of the following theorem is omitted.
Theorem . If λ–c ≤ u, then E = (x¯, ) is globally asymptotically stable in R+ for (.).
It follows from Theorem . that if the stocking u of the x population is large or if the
x population is more competitive with c ≥ λ–u , then the x population will drive the y
population to extinction even when the x population is subject to Allee eﬀects. In the







(x, y) ∈R+ : y > 
}
and letWsi be the stable manifold of the steady state termed E∗i . The global stable manifold
of a steady state E∗ is denoted by Ws. If R is a subset of R+ and E is a steady state in R,
we say that E is globally asymptotically stable (GAS in abbreviation) in R if E is locally
asymptotically stable and globally attracting in R.
To simplify the statements of our analysis, we let cases - summarized in Table  to
denote the diﬀerent global asymptotic behavior of system (.), which will be used in the
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Table 1 Dynamics of system (2.4)
Cases Global dynamical behavior of (2.4)
1 (2.4) has no interior steady state and E0 is GAS in R2+.
2 (2.4) has a unique interior steady state E∗ which is GAS in .
3 (2.4) has a unique interior steady state E∗ which is non-hyperbolic.Ws
separatesR2+ into two positively invariant regions R1 and R2 such that E0 is GAS
in R2 and solutions with initial conditions in R1 converge to E∗ .
4 (2.4) has two hyperbolic interior steady states E∗1 and E∗2 .Ws2 separates R2+ into
two positively invariant regions R1 and R2 such that E∗1 and E0 are GAS in R1
and R2, respectively.
5 (2.4) has two interior steady states, one is hyperbolic and the other is
non-hyperbolic. The global stable manifold of the non-hyperbolic steady state
separates R2+ into two positively invariant regions R1 and R2 such that the
other interior steady state is GAS in R1 and E0 is GAS in R2.
6 (2.4) has three interior steady states E∗i , i = 1, 2, 3.Ws2 separates R2+ into two
positively invariant regions R1 and R2 such that E∗1 and E∗3 are GAS in R1 and R2,
respectively.
statements of the remaining theorems. We remark that the positively invariant regions
R and R given in cases - are in general not the same. Moreover, coexistence of both
competing populations can occur in cases  and . There exists a unique globally attracting
coexisting steady state for case . There are three interior steady states in case  and the
magnitudes of the steady state where the populations converge will then depend on initial
populations.
If m ≤ u, then the x-nullcline y = q(x) is strictly decreasing on (u,∞) by (.). In this
case, the two nullclines can have either no positive intersections, two positive intersections
or one positive intersection depending on the parameter values. Indeed, the x-nullcline
y = q(x) separates R+ into two regions:
A =
{




(x, y) ∈R+ : y > q(x)
}
.
Similarly, the curve x = q(y) separates R+ into two subsets:
B =
{




(x, y) ∈R+ : x > q(y)
}
.
If B ∩ A = ∅, then the two nullclines have two positive intersections and (.) has two
interior steady states. If B ∩ A = ∅ and y = qˆ(x) is not tangent to y = q(x), then the
two nullclines have no positive intersections and thus (.) has no interior steady state. If
B ∩ A = ∅ and y = qˆ(x) is tangent to y = q(x) at x∗, where u < x∗ < λ–c , then (.) has
a unique interior steady state. The asymptotic dynamics of (.) is summarized below for
m≤ u.
Theorem . Let λ–c > u and m≤ u. The following statements hold for (.).
(a) If λ–c > x¯, then case  holds.
(b) Let λ–c < x¯. Then E is locally asymptotically stable.
(i) If B ∩A = ∅ and y = qˆ(x) is not tangent to y = q(x), then case  holds.
(ii) If B ∩A = ∅ and y = qˆ(x) is tangent to y = q(x) at x∗, where u < x∗ < λ–c ,
then case  holds.
(iii) If B ∩A = ∅, then case  holds.
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Proof (a) Since λ–c > x¯ and both nullclines are strictly decreasing, it can easily be shown
that the two nullclines have a unique positive intersection x∗, where u < x∗ < x¯. Indeed, let
q(x) = q(x) – qˆ(x), the diﬀerence of the two isoclines. Then q′′(x) = q′′ (x) >  for x > u by
(.) and the assumption u≥m. It is clear that q(x) =  has at least one positive solution in
(u, x¯) since limx→u+ q(x) =∞ and q(x¯) < . If q(x) =  has two solutions xi, i = , , where u <
x < x < x¯, then q(x¯) <  implies that either q(x) =  has at least onemore solution in (x, x¯)
or q′(xi) =  for some i = , . In either of these cases, we obtain a contradiction to q′′(x) > 
on (u,∞). Therefore, q(x) =  cannot have more than one positive solution in (u, x¯) and
(.) has a unique interior steady state E∗ = (x∗, y∗). We can easily verify that E∗ is locally
asymptotically stable. Indeed, since q′(x∗) < , q′(y∗) < , and b, c < , we have from (.)-




–c >  and hence q
′
(x∗)q′(y∗) –  > , i.e., p() >  by (.). Therefore, E∗ is locally
asymptotically stable by the Jury conditions. On the other hand, E is a saddle point with
stable manifold being the nonnegative x-axis by (.). It follows from Theorem . that
solutionswith initial conditions in converge toE∗ andhenceE∗ is globally asymptotically
stable in , i.e., case  holds.
(b) By the assumption and (.), E is locally asymptotically stable. The proof of (i) is
trivial by Theorem . since there is no interior steady state. To prove (ii), observe that
the straight line y = qˆ(x) is tangent to the curve y = q(x) at x∗ in which E∗ = (x∗, y∗) is the
unique interior steady state. Thus, q′(x∗) = –c and q′(x∗)q′(y∗) = . Therefore, p() =  by
(.) and E∗ is non-hyperbolic. The other eigenvalue of J(E∗) is det J(E∗) = ad – bc < ad <
 since q is decreasing implying a < . Moreover, eigenvectors of J(E∗) with respect to
det J(E∗) are not parallel to the coordinate axes. Theorems - of [] imply that the stable
manifold Ws of E∗ is C and strictly increasing. Since (.) has no -cycle solutions and
no other interior steady state, Ws intersects the nonnegative y-axis and is unbounded in
Q(E∗) by Corollary  of []. Therefore, Theorem of [] implies thatWs separatesR+ into
two positively invariant regions R and R with E ∈ R. Since every solution converges to a
steady state by Theorem . and Ri is forwardly invariant, solutions with initial conditions
in R converge to E∗. Observe that qˆ(x) < q(x) for x ∈ (x∗, λ–c ) and every solution in R
will enter int(Q(E∗)) in ﬁnite time steps by [, Theorem ]. To show every solution in R
converges to E, it is enough to consider those solutions in int(Q(E∗)). Notice that E∗ 	K
(x, y) ≤K F(x, y) for any x ∈ (x∗, λ–c ) and y =
q(x)+qˆ(x)
 . Let (x, y) ∈ int(Q(E∗)) be
arbitrary. Then we can ﬁnd (x, y), where x ∈ (x∗, λ–c ) and y =
q(x)+qˆ(x)
 , such that
(x, y) ≤K (x, y). As a result, E∗ 	K Fn(x, y) ≤K Fn(x, y) for n = , , , . . . and Fn(x, y)
cannot converge to E∗. Thus solutions in R converge to E and case  holds.
(iii) implies that (.) has two interior steady states E∗i = (x∗i , y∗i ), i = , , x∗ < x∗. Then
E∗ 	K E∗ and it can be readily veriﬁed that E∗ is locally asymptotically stable and E∗ is a
saddle point. Indeed, q′(x∗ ) < qˆ′(x∗ ), q′(x∗) > qˆ′(x∗), and q′(y∗i ) = qˆ′(x∗i ) for i = , . There-
fore at E∗ , we have by (.), p() = (q′(x∗)q′(y∗) – )bc <  and E∗ is a saddle point. At
E∗ , we have p() = (q′(x∗ )q′(y∗ ) – )bc >  and det J(E∗ ) = ad – bc < ad <  by (.)-(.).
Therefore, E∗ is locally asymptotically stable. The stable manifold Ws of E∗ is a strictly
increasing C-curve by []. Since Q(E∗) has neither steady state nor -cycle solutions,
Ws is unbounded in Q(E∗) andWs intersects with the nonnegative y-axis. ThereforeWs
separatesR+ into two positively invariant regions Ri, i = , , with E∗ ∈ R and E ∈ R. The
remaining assertion follows and case  holds. 
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Ifm > u, then y = q(x)may not bemonotone decreasing.However, it can easily be shown






(x – u)(m + x). (.)
Then
H(x) = ( – cc)x +
[

















H ′(x) = ( – cc)x + 
[












Any positive solution x∗ of H(x) =  satisfying x∗ < min{x¯, λ–c } will result in an interior





(x – u)(m + x). (.)
In the following, we separate our discussion into the cases of cc < , cc > , and cc = ,
respectively.
Let – cc > . Observe that limx→∞ H(x) =∞, limx→–∞ H(x) = –∞,H(u) <  andH(x)
has at most two critical points. The asymptotic dynamics of (.) is given below.
Theorem . Let λ–c > u,m > u, and cc < . The following statements hold for (.).
(a) Let x¯ < λ–c . Then (.) has at least one interior steady state.
(i) Case  holds if there exist a unique x∗ ∈ (u, x¯) such that H(x) <  on (u,x∗) and
H(x) >  on (x∗, x¯).
(ii) Case  holds if there exist zi, i = , , u < z < z < x¯ such that H ′(z) =  =H ′(z)
and H(z) >  >H(z).
(iii) Case  holds if there exist zi, i = , , u < z < z < x¯ such that H ′(z) =  =H ′(z)
and either H(z) =  >H(z) or H(z) >  =H(z).
(b) Let x¯ > λ–c .
(i) Case  holds if H(x) <  on (u, λ–c ).
(ii) Case  holds if there exists z ∈ (u, λ–c ) such that H ′(z) =  and H(z) > .
(iii) Case  holds if there exists x∗ = z ∈ (u, λ–c ) such that H ′(z) =  =H ′′(z) and
H(z) = .
Proof (a) Since x¯ < λ–c , E is a saddle point with stable manifold lying on the nonnegative
x-axis. Moreover, H(x¯) >  and H(u) <  imply H(x) =  has at least one solution lying
between u and x¯. Hence (.) has at least one interior steady state. The assumption of (i)
implies that (.) has a unique interior steady state E∗ = (x∗, y∗) and H ′(x∗) > . It can be
shown that E∗ is locally asymptotically stable since qˆ′(x∗) > q′(x∗) by (.). Therefore, E∗
is globally asymptotically stable in  and case  holds.
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If the assumptions of (ii) hold, then H(x) =  has three solutions x∗i , i = , , , with u <
x∗ < z < x∗ < z < x∗ < x¯. Hence (.) has three interior steady states E∗i = (x∗i , y∗i ), i = , , ,


















Therefore, E∗i , i = , , are locally asymptotically stable and E∗ is a saddle point by (.)-
(.). The stable manifold Ws of E∗ is a strictly increasing C-curve that extends indeﬁ-
nitely inQ(E∗) and intersects the nonnegative y-axis. It follows thatWs separatesR+ into
two positively invariant regions R and R such that E∗ ∈ R and E∗ ∈ R. It can then be
shown similarly by Theorem . that E∗ and E∗ are globally asymptotically stable in R and
R, respectively, i.e., case  holds.
(iii) is the critical case of (ii). Notice that if H(x) >  for x > z and suﬃciently close to z,
then by the assumption on z there exist z∗ ∈ (z, z) such that H ′(z∗) = , which contra-
dicts to the fact thatH(x) has at most two critical points. Therefore, z is a non-degenerate
critical point and hence (.) has two interior steady states E∗i = (x∗i , y∗i ), i = , , where
u < x∗ = z < z < x∗ < x¯. Since H ′(x∗ ) = , E∗ is non-hyperbolic by (.) and (.). The
other eigenvalue of J(E∗ ) is det J(E∗ ) = ad – bc <  with corresponding eigenvectors not
parallel to the coordinate axes. On the other hand, H ′(x∗) >  implies that E∗ is locally
asymptotically stable. The stable manifoldWs is a strictly increasing C-curve that inter-
sects the nonnegative y-axis and extends indeﬁnitely inQ(E∗ ). It follows thatWs separates
R

+ into two positively invariant regions R and R with E∗ ∈ R. Consequently, solutions
with initial conditions in R converge to E∗ by a similar proof as that of Theorem .(b)(ii),
and E∗ is globally asymptotically stable in R, i.e., case  holds. The other critical case can
be shown similarly.
(b) Since x¯ > λ–c , E is locally asymptotically stable. Also H(u) <  and H(
λ–
c ) < . If
H(x) <  on the interval (u, λ–c ), then (.) has no interior steady state and E is globally
asymptotically stable by Theorem .. This proves (i).
(ii) Note ﬁrst that such a z given in the assumption is unique and hence (.) has two
interior steady states E∗i = (xi, yi), i = , , where E∗ 	K E∗ . It is straightforward to ver-
ify that E∗ is locally asymptotically stable and E∗ is a saddle point. The stable manifold
Ws of E∗ is a strictly increasing C-curve that intersects the nonnegative y-axis and is
unbounded in Q(E∗). The remaining assertion follows. The assumption of (iii) implies
that the existence of a unique interior steady state E∗ = (x∗, y∗), where x∗ = z, which is,
moreover, non-hyperbolic since H ′(x∗) = . However, the other eigenvalue of J(E∗) is
det J(E∗) = ad – bc < ad <  with corresponding eigenvectors not parallel to the coordi-
nate axes. The remaining proof is similar to the proof (ii) of Theorem .(b). 
Figure (a)-(f ) provides the graph of y =H(x) for cc < . In Figure (a), m = , u = .,
c = c = ., λ = ., and λ = . Then x¯ = . < λ–c =  and H(x) =  has a unique
positive solution in (u, x¯). When the constant stocking u is decreased to u = ., then x¯ =
. < λ–c =  andH(x) =  has three positive solutions in (u, x¯) as shown in Figure (b).
If u = ., then x¯ = . < λ–c =  andH(x) =  has two feasible positive solutions where
the smaller solution is a critical point of H(x). See Figure (c).
Let m = , u = ., c = c = ., λ = ., and λ = . Then x¯ = . > λ–c =  and
y =H(x) lies below the horizontal axis as shown in Figure (d). If u is decreased to u = .
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Figure 1 Plots (a)-(c) illustrate the number of solutions of H(x) = 0 in Theorem 3.3(a) cases (i), (ii), and
(iii), respectively, and (d)-(f) are for Theorem 3.3(b) cases (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. The point
min{x¯, λ2–1c2 } on the x-axis is not plotted if it is large.
with λ = ., then x¯ = . > λ–c =  and H(x) =  has two positive solutions within
the feasible region as shown in Figure (e). If u is increased slightly to u = ., then
x¯ = . > λ–c =  andH(x) =  has a unique positive solution within the feasible region
as shown in Figure (f ).
Consider the case where  – cc < . Then limx→∞ H(x) = –∞, limx→–∞ H(x) = ∞,
H(u) <  and H(x) =  has at least one negative solution. Hence, H(x) =  can have at
most two positive solutions. The asymptotic dynamics of (.) is given below.
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Theorem . Let λ–c > u,m > u, and cc > . The following statements hold for (.).
(a) If x¯ < λ–c , then case  holds.
(b) Let x¯ > λ–c .
(i) Case  holds if H(x) <  on (u, λ–c ).
(ii) Case  holds if there exists z ∈ (u, λ–c ) such that H ′(z) =  and H(z) > .
(iii) Case  holds if the critical point z in (ii) is such that H(z) =  =H ′′(z).
Proof (a) By the assumption, we have H(x¯) > , limx→∞ H(x) = –∞, and limx→–∞ H(x) =
∞. Therefore H(x) =  has a unique positive solution x∗ in (u, x¯) with H ′(x∗) > . The
remaining assertion follows.
(b) Notice that H( λ–c ) <  and E is asymptotically stable. Since H(x) =  has at least
one negative root, H(x) =  can have at most two positive roots in (u, λ–c ). (i) If H(x) < 
on (u, λ–c ), then H(x) =  has no positive solution on (u,
λ–
c ) and (.) has no interior
steady state. It follows that E is globally asymptotically stable and case  holds.
(ii) By the assumption, H(x) =  has two positive solutions x∗i , i = , , where u < x∗ < z <
x∗ < λ–c . Hence (.) has two interior steady states E
∗
i = (x∗i , y∗i ), i = , , E∗ 	K E∗ . It can
be veriﬁed that E∗ is asymptotically stable and E∗ is a saddle point. The remaining of the
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem .(b)(ii) and case  holds. (iii) is a critical case
of (ii) and H(x) =  implies x∗ = z. System (.) has two interior steady states E∗i = (x∗i , y∗i ),
i = , , where E∗ is non-hyperbolic and E∗ is asymptotically stable. The remaining proof
is similar to the proof of Theorem .(a)(iii). 
Remark  The condition in Theorem.(a)(ii) is a suﬃcient condition for the existence of
three interior steady states. The condition is feasible sinceH(x) is a polynomial of degree 
so that it is possible for y =H(x) to have two critical points in (u, x¯). Similarly, conditions
stated in Theorem .(b) and Theorem . are suﬃcient conditions for the existence of
one or two interior steady states. There are possibly other diﬀerent suﬃcient conditions.
In Figure (a), we letm = ., u = ., c = ., c = ., λ = , and λ = . Then x¯ = . <
λ–
c =  and H(x) =  has a unique positive solution in (u, x¯). If we change λ and λ to
λ =  and λ = , then x¯ = . > λ–c =  and H(x) =  has no positive solution as shown
in Figure (b). If we let u = ., then x¯ = . > λ–c =  and H(x) =  has two positive
solutions as shown in Figure (c). If we let u = ., then x¯ = . > λ–c = . H(x) =  has
a unique positive solution x∗ and the horizonal axis is tangent to the curve y =H(x) at x∗.
See Figure (d).
If cc = , then H(x) becomes a quadratic function,
H(x) =
[










c(λ – ) + 
]
.
Observe that c(λ – ) +  >  by (.). Let
 = c(λ – ) +  – λ. (.)
If  > , then H(x) is a concave up parabola with a negative vertical intercept and a nega-
tive x coordinate at the vertex. On the other hand, if  < , then H(x) is a concave down
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Figure 2 Plots (a)-(d) demonstrate Theorem 3.4(a) and (b) cases (i)-(iii), respectively. The point marked
on the x axis is the value of min{x¯, λ2–1c2 }.
parabola with a negative vertical intercept and a positive x coordinate at the vertex,
xˆ = (m – u)(c(λ – ) + )– > . (.)
When  = , then H(x) is a linear function with a negative y-intercept.
The asymptotic dynamics of system (.) when cc =  is summarized below. Since the
proof of Theorem . is similar to the proofs of Theorems .-., we omit the proof.
Theorem . Let λ–c > u,m > u, and cc = . The following statements hold for (.).
(a) Let  > .
(i) If x¯ < λ–c , then case  holds.
(ii) If x¯ > λ–c , then case  holds.
(b) Let  < .
(i) If x¯ < λ–c , then case  holds.
(ii) Let x¯ > λ–c . If xˆ ∈ (u,
λ–
c ) and H(xˆ) > , then case  holds. If xˆ ∈ (u,
λ–
c ) and
H(xˆ) = , then case  holds. If either xˆ /∈ (u, λ–c ) or if xˆ ∈ (u,
λ–
c ) and H(xˆ) < ,
then case  holds.
(c) Let  = .
(i) If x¯ < λ–c , then case  holds.
(ii) If x¯ > λ–c , then case  holds.
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Figure 3 The ﬁgure illustrates the number of solutions of H(x) = 0 in Theorem 3.5 for  > 0 in (a)-(b)
and  = 0 in (c)-(d). The point marked on the x axis is the value of min{x¯, λ2–1c2 }.
Figures  and  provide the graph y = H(x) for the case cc = . The parameter values
m = , u = ., c = ., and c =  are ﬁxed. In Figure (a), λ =  and λ = . so that  =
. >  and x¯ = . < λ–c = .. The equation H(x) =  has a unique positive solution
in (u, x¯). In Figure (b), λ is decreased to λ = . such that x¯ = . > λ–c = .. In this
case, the positive solution ofH(x) =  exceeds λ–c and (.) has no interior steady state. In
order to obtain = , we let λ = c(λ – )+  and vary λ. In Figure (c), we have λ = ..
Then x¯ = . < λ–c = . and H(x) =  has a unique solution in (u, x¯). In Figure (d), we
let λ = .. Then x¯ = . > λ–c = . and the unique positive solution of H(x) =  does
not lie inside the interval (u, λ–c ).
In Figure (a), we use λ = . and λ = ., then  = –. < , x¯ = . < λ–c = .
and H(x) =  has a unique solution lying in (u, x¯). In Figure (b), where λ =  and λ =
., and we have  = –. <  and x¯ = . > λ–c = .. Then H(x) <  on the feasible
interval so that H(x) =  has no positive solution. If we let λ = . and λ = , then
 = –. <  and x¯ = . > λ–c = .. In this case, the horizontal axis is tangent to the
curve y =H(x) at its vertex as shown in Figure (c). When λ is increased to λ = , then
 = –. <  and x¯ = . > λ–c = .. The equation H(x) =  has two positive solutions in
the interval (u, λ–c ). See Figure (d).
Remark  In this study we focus on the case when the x population has only one interior
steady state. If there are three boundary steady states, then since the boundary x-dynamics
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Figure 4 (a)-(d) illustrate the number of solutions of H(x) = 0 in Theorem 3.5(b) where  < 0. The point
marked on the x axis is the value of min{x¯, λ2–1c2 }.
is completely known, we can apply a similar analysis by separating R+ into several pos-
itively invariant regions instead of only two regions and the corresponding asymptotic
dynamics can also be obtained.
4 Discussion and conclusions
Allee eﬀects are phenomena in biology which arise when per-capita growth rates increase
with increasing population level up to a maximum and then decline thereafter due to in-
traspeciﬁc competition []. The phenomena have received considerable attention recently
due to fragmentation of habitats, invasion of exotic species, and biological control of pest,
etc. [], all involving small populations. When a population is subject to Allee eﬀects, it
is well known that there exists a critical population level below which the population will
go extinct []. Therefore, the population is in danger of extinction if its population size or
density is small. Consequently, constant levels of the external populations are frequently
added to the resident populations per generation in order to conserve the endangered
populations [].
In [], Elaydi and Yakubu considered the following competition system governed by the
Ricker equations:
x(t + ) = x(t)e–p–q(x(t)+x(t)) + αx(t),
x(t + ) = x(t)e–p–q(x(t)+x(t)),
(.)
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where the parameters pi, qi, i = , , are positive, and α ∈ (, ) denotes stocking. System
(.) has been studied by Yakubu previously in [] and []. Yakubu obtained parameter
regimes for the occurrence of an attracting -cycle and conjectured that the -cycle is
globally stable. The study in [] disproved this conjecture and concluded that a -cycle
cannot be the ultimate life-history of evolution of all population sizes []. Since (.) is
based on the Ricker equations which are nonmonotone and system (.) is monotone, the
dynamics of (.) ismore complex than the dynamics of (.), where every solution of (.)
converges to a steady state.
AlSharawi and Rhouma [] on the other hand studied the following system of n popu-
lations:





+ hi, ≤ i≤ n, (.)
where bi and cij are positive constants,  ≤ i, j ≤ n, and hi denotes either harvesting or
stocking depending on whether hi <  or hi > ,  ≤ i ≤ n. In particular, AlSharawi and
Rhouma proved that if stocking occurs for all n populations, i.e., hi >  for ≤ i≤ n, then
the unique interior steady state is globally asymptotically stable so that coexistence occurs
for all positive populations [].
Kulenović and Nurkanović [] studied a special case of (.), namely n =  with h = 
and h = h > , i.e., system (.). It is proved in [] that (.) has at most two interior
steady states and in such a case the smaller interior steady state is a saddle point. The
stable manifold of the saddle point then separates R+ into two positively invariant regions
such that solutions in either region converge to the corresponding steady state, i.e., one
region of solutions converges to the coexisting steady state, while the x population goes
extinct in the other region. That is, case  of Table  holds for system (.).
In this investigation, we also consider only two competing populations where one of
the populations is subject to Allee eﬀects and is also under stocking. The resulting sys-
tem (.) has a richer dynamics than that of the model (.) with no Allee eﬀects. Indeed,
Table  summarizes diﬀerent asymptotic behavior of model (.). In addition to case ,
it is possible for system (.) to have three interior steady states where the middle inte-
rior steady state is a saddle point. The stable manifold of the saddle point separates R+
into two positively invariant regions such that solutions in each of the regions converge
to the corresponding interior steady state. Therefore, when stocking is implemented for
the population with Allee eﬀects, it can promote the coexistence of the two competing
populations.
We next discuss the eﬀects of constant stocking u on system (.). First, notice that those
steady states of (.) on the nonnegative y-axis all disappear for (.). Therefor stocking
of the x population prevents the population from extinction. Secondly, model (.) always
has a region , depending on the Allee threshold of the x population, such that the y pop-
ulation out-competes the x population if the initial population distributions lie in . See
Theorem . of []. In particular, the y population will drive the x population to extinction
if the x population is small. With stocking of the x population, the region  disappears so
that the y populationwill not out-compete the x populationwhen the x population is small
as long as the constant stocking u satisﬁes the assumption of Proposition .. Moreover,
if the stocking u is large, then the x population will drive the y population to extinction
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even when the x population is subject to Allee eﬀects as demonstrated in Theorem .. As
a consequence, large stocking can reverse competition outcomes.
The most important eﬀect of the stocking is that system (.) can have three interior
steady states. Without stocking, system (.) has at most two interior steady states where
the smaller one is a saddle point and the other steady state is asymptotically stable. One
region of the solutions converges to the steady state on the positive y-axis so that the x
population is driven to extinction when the population is subject to Allee eﬀects but there
is no stocking.When system (.) has three interior steady states, then themiddle interior
steady state is a saddle point while the other two interior steady states are asymptotically
stable. See Theorem .(a)(ii). The stable manifold of the saddle point separates R+ into
two positively invariant regions such that solutions in each of these regions converge to
the corresponding interior steady state. Therefore, for this parameter regime, given in
Theorem .(a)(ii), both competing populations can coexist as an interior steady state,
where the magnitude of the population sizes depends on the initial populations.
Finally, system (.) can have a unique global asymptotic stable interior steady state as
given in case  of Table . This global stability signiﬁes that dynamical behavior of (.)
is no longer initial condition dependent. The dependence on the initial conditions can
be viewed as a hallmark of the Allee eﬀects and stocking of the population can erase this
hallmark and can promote a robust coexistence between the two populations.
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